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Tag bad parts 

 

Found a Monitor with this Tag 

If the Monitor is in the shop with a Tag 
I would think it was bad, the Word Bad don't tell me nothing. 
They should describe what they see, hear, smell 
Describe why they think its bad. 
  
They should also print the Techs Name 
just in case I have questions 

 

If the Tech would of Describe the Problem 



Like Monitor has Vert. Line in Center of Screen. 
No Vert Deflection 
  
Would of saved a lot of time, as we do not have a tester in the shop 
for this type of Monitor. I had to take it back out to the Casino Floor 
just to test it and find out what the Tech could of written on the tag. 
  

 

This Monitor had some Major Problems. 

 

 



 

This one had to be SMOKING !!!!! 
  
Should of been able to write - smelled like something burned up 
  
With something like that written on the Tag - I would be sure to look inside before 
trying to test the Monitor.  
  
With out it - I would just test the Monitor to see what it was or was not doing, but 
in a case like this, I could have caused more damage to the board - Game and or 
Me. 
  
  

Many Items are tagged bad, and left for the Bench Tech 

Myself, I don't mind doing the Job - But if the Slot tech wants to get a job in most 
any other Casino. He may wish he taken the time to learn more then just 
answering floor calls and machine moves. 

Things listed below is things that any slot tech should be able to do 

 



 

 

Any Slot Tech, should be able to Clean, Calibrate, Change E-prom or Flash the 
WBA. Should know how to Test and fix the WBA. 

Should know how to change the F-Guide. 



 

 Should also be able to change the sides of the unit when the motor has melted it. 

 

 

Any Slot Tech, should be able to Clean, Test and fix 
the transport. Even change Belts. 

  

  

  



  

 

 

Any Slot Tech, should be able to Clean, Test and fix. fix or change pins in plugs, 
change harness or change optics 

 



 

Any Slot Tech, should be able to Clean, Test and fix Coin Mechs. Replace missing 
parts. Test in games and adjust to reject slugs. 

 

  

  

  
  
 

 

 


